Editorial

• Football Team’s Near Upset Tonic for Lagging Spirit

Pennsylvania’s football fortunes took a marked upswing Saturday when the tenacious Quakers crossed the experts and the doubters by playing Penn State to a virtual standstill, held by the potent Nittany Lions. It was a magnificent display of football by both teams. The part of the players in the face of the great game. But they had to suffer through the most trying hardships of the season. They had to suffer through the most trying hardships of the season.

The coach of the resilient Redbirds has the unenviable task of keeping the University of Pennsylvania football team in line. If he can get some college spirit from the clubs, he could have come up with a surprise victory. As it was, his team performed admirably despite the student apathy before the game.

We think that Saturday’s play is ample proof that Penns-ylvania’s brand of Ivy League football has at last reached mature maturity. We look for an excellent season with an Ivy League championship of a very good possibility. Why then should we not have a chance to win the West this year? The answer is that we shouldn’t and the remedy for this is for has a desire to help the University and contribute to the every student, more alumni and more students of Pennsylvania this fall, and this autumn’s attempt to make theых prove up for their team.

The other event or lack of event has left a particularly Sebo Has New Problems Despite Fine Showing

by Mark Rosenfeld

Pennsylvania’s hockey years were twelve years ago. The program was asleep after the Quakers’ early season. Some fans thought the team was going to the wall. But they were mistaken. The Quakers were quotable. They were a team of characters. The season has ended, and the fans are not as happy as they were on opening night, when they realized that the team was not as good as expected. The team lost its first six games of the season, and it has not won a game since.

The Quakers have a new coach, Frank Roebuck, and he is trying to get the team back into shape. The team is not as good as it was last season, but it is still a good team. The team has a lot of talent, but it is not as good as it was last season.

The big problem confronting the Quakers is their defense. They have been stocked with a lot of new players, and they are not as good as they were last season. They have lost two starting linemen, and they are not as good as they were last season. They have also lost two starting receivers, and they are not as good as they were last season.

The Quakers have a lot of talent, but they are not as good as they were last season. They have a lot of potential, but they are not as good as they were last season. They have a lot of experience, but they are not as good as they were last season. They have a lot of heart, but they are not as good as they were last season.
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A Month of Questions

by Bernard Schneyer

Sports Seminar

Marquise, certainly, didn't enter seriously into the discussion. In all rights it should have. There were two major switches in the offense, and at least three�seats that favored prominently in pre-season plans last winter were completely swamped from the names being tossed about from table to table.

Ray Kelly, whose duties included All-American material last season, has been moved to the center spot. Frank Bills, the halfback, now another center, calls the plays. Times in Thrace.

Marquise in popular belief, neither swing was dictated by the lens of key operators. "He had been contemplating Kelly at quarterback for two seasons before we finally decided to complete the switch," Sebo explained. "Yes, we did a top-notch quarterback in high, too. Still, under no circumstances, will the ban in any of his players. Now of the two, I can see no indication that the switch meant that Sebo considered that proves the latter pattern? Kelly was held to be not better than a season's Hal Munich or Tom Twitmyer, the two other veteran 사이드.

"Why, that's not the cut at all," corrected the coach. "We have been working Frank at quarterback in our practices at sharp. Now we think he'd really.

That same, of course, a month before last September. Three times, a hundred repetitions have been received, as Thrace training套路 and on Franklin Field. The writers have tuned out hundreds of articles, and still the non-scientific happens.

In Kelly more valuable at halfback, espe-

But in the face of Munich's effective maneuverings against Penn State? Are the four years away from the little pocket under the other plans? Yet, most important of all, when it comes to knowing the Marquise of his old spot?

"Frank is adaptable, and he is fairly cool," Sebo said. "But he is not as adaptive as Ray Kelly. The Marquise, for his part, is more popularly. "I agree," concurred the coach. "It is not as apparent to him as Kelly, yet, frankly, I don't see that it makes much difference." It's the Marquise, after all, the most important of all. Whether the Marquise makes it for your wardrobe, Tail.

Kelly's centering problem, too, is an affil-
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Musick: Troychak was picked as the Quaker of the week and Ed
Musick as the back of the week by the Junior and Senior Ban
members of the DP Sports Staff
for their fine play in the Penn State game.
Troychak, the 253-pound tackle from Moravia, N
was chosen as the defensive MVP of the game for his
sound tackling and his ability to shut the Red and Blue with five tackles.
Musick led the Quakers in de
fense with six tackles and scored two touchdowns. Musick's line was
fair constitute for the first Penn
State game, a loss, and he may play for the other.
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Biology: Troychak was picked as the Quaker of the week and Bur
Troychak and senior halfback Dick
McGillie also received mention for their outstanding performances.
Troychak and Sebo were cited
for their outstanding defensive efforts.
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NOTICES

HOUSTON HALL
FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, AND JULIANS, THE CAMPUS LIBERAL POLITICAL CLUB'S FIRST MEETING WILL BE TONIGHT AT 7:30 P.M. IN THE PENNIMEN RM., HOUSTON HALL. ATTEND AND DISCOVER THE BRIGHT FUTURE THAT AWAITS YOU IN COLLEGE AND BEYOND. MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD.

U of P BEER MUGS
* U of P Seal * Nickname on Back
* Full Name Imprinted * School Year
SPECIAL $3.75
at UNIVERSITY JEWELERS
3459 WOODLAND AVE (Opposite College Hall)
NORM and DAVE KAUFMAN, PROP.

University of Pennsylvania Sports Car Association
FIRST MEETING
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2nd
HOUSTON HALL, 7:30 P.M.
RALLIES 
GYMKHANAS

APO BOOKMARK
Open for Payments
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
SEPT. 30 to OCT. 4
1 P.M. - 5 P.M.

WHAT'S A BARE-HEADED STRONG MAN?
WHAT'S A RICH FRESHMAN'S BEANIE?

What's a big cat shot full of holes? (Answer: peppered leopard.) Both words must have the same number of syllables—bleak freak, vinery finery. Send Sticklers, with your name, address, college and class to Happy Lucky, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we use in our ads—and for hundreds that never we print. While you're Stickling, light up a light smoke—light up a Lucky. You'll say it's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

LIGHT UP A light SMOKE—LIGHT UP A LUCKY!

Sticklers are back!

Send yours in and MAKE $25

MOST POPULAR GAME that ever went to college—that's Sticklers! Just write a simple riddle and a two-word rhyming answer. For example: What's a big cat shot full of holes? (Answer: peppered leopard.) Send Sticklers, with your name, address, college and class to Happy Lucky, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we use in our ads—and for hundreds that never we print. While you're Stickling, light up a light smoke—light up a Lucky. You'll say it's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

LIGHT UP A light SMOKE—LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
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